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Abstract  

One of the disadvantages of the electrochemical capacitor (EC) or supercapacitor compared with batteries is its 
low specific energy. It limits of EC to meet the energy needs of the electrical-electronic devices, such as electric 
cars.  To overcome those limitations, it needs a serial circuit to increase the voltage range, and parallel circuits to 
increase the storage capacity. Practically, the module that built from 2-6 pieces of 2.5V EC cells will not feasible 
to make the module with the voltage of 5-15 V. It was found that the voltage of the EC cell could decreases to 
about 2.0 V, so that the capacitance of the module significantly reduced. This paper reports the basic methods that 
can be applied to overcome these problems by using a stabilizing or balancing component. The balancing 
components used in this study were a resistor, a Zener diode, and a Schottky diode. Each component was attached 
to every EC cell. The influence of the Zener and Schottky diode was observed as a component of a blocking diode. 
The results showed that the use of a 100-ohm resistor and Zener diode reduces voltage peaks while the use of 
blocking diode modules leads to increased discharge time. In general, there was no significant change in the 
charging time, both with and without the balancing and blocking component. 
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1 Introduction 
Biomass-based carbon materials have gained 
considerable attention in the last few years due to their 
high chemical and thermal stability, tunable pore size 
distribution, and high specific surface areas. These 
properties made biomass-based carbon become a 
primary choice in supporting electrochemical storage, 
battery, and electrochemical capacitor (EC) 
manufacturer [1]. Electrochemical storage or 
electrochemical conversion is one of the ways to 
develop green technology in generating electricity and 
reducing CO2 emissions due to its high efficiency and 
the ease of CO2 sequestration [2]. The other 
advantages of biomass-based carbon are its low-price 
and high-availability, making it the perfect substitute 
for polymer-based carbon electrodes in EC [3]. The 
use of carbon in EC is very limited because of their 
distinct crystallography and morphologies, or 
allotropies [4]. 

EC, which also known as a supercapacitor, generally 
has very low operation voltage, i.e., 2.5-3.0 V [5]. 
However, gadgets, tools, cars, machines, and other 
electrical devices require a higher voltage than that 
individual cell. Cars, for instance, need 12 V or 42 V 
to functionalize their electrical parts. By using simple 

mathematics, the required voltage is supplied by 5 to 
20 EC cells in series. In order to operate in electrical 
devices, EC should be connected in series and parallel 
configurations to form a module in order to meet the 
value in the performance parameter [6]. 

Almost all of the ECs produced in the laboratory or 
factory, are not exactly the same. Hence, the series-
connected EC stacks develop unequal voltage 
distributions [7]–[9]. It became worse due to the 
variation of device capacitance, and the difference 
between DC bias voltages. Voltage distribution in a 
series stack of EC is initially a function of capacitance. 
After the stack has been held at a certain voltage for a 
period of time, a voltage distribution becomes a 
function of internal parallel resistance (leakage 
current). For example, consider a stack of 20 
capacitors initially charged to 50 V, if the cells have 
identical capacitance, the voltage should divide evenly 
so that each EC charges up to 2.5 V. If the cells have 
any variation in capacitance, individual cell voltages 
will vary based on capacitance. The cells with greater 
capacitance should be charged to lower voltages, and 
the cells with smaller capacitance should be charged to 
higher voltages. This is due to each cell conducts the 
same charging current, and the voltage is a function of 
current and capacitance. 
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This paper reports the methods that can be used to 
overcome these problems by using stabilizing or 
balancing components. The balancing components 
used in this study were a resistor, Zener diode, and 
Schottky diode. Each component was attached to every 
single cell of EC. The influence of the Zener and 
Schottky diode was observed as a component of a 
blocking diode. 

2 Literature Review 

2.1 The role of voltage stabilization in energy 
storage 

Electric current with sufficient power and energy is 
required to operate the engine [10]. The operation 
process is short-lived by the significant voltage drop. 
Voltage drop phenomenon is caused by  the impedance 
or resistance in the storage  device  [11]. This can 
cause a malfunction of other equipment connected to 
the power source (storage device)  [12]. Furthermore, 
the discharging process that occurs in the storage 
device takes place at different speeds, and it affects the 
service life of the device. Therefore, voltage 
stabilization during the charging and discharging 
process in the device is required. A charged storage 
device, such as a battery and a supercapacitor have its 
own ability to stabilize the voltage [13]. 

In the battery, the process of storing and releasing 
large amounts of energy take plenty of time [14]. This 
causes difficulties in providing the short-term high 
power needed for voltage stabilization. In addition, the 
battery power is slowly charged, and, in some 
applications, the life time is very short. Temperature 
also influences the discharge stabilization. These 
stabilization factors limit energy storage applications 
[15].  

EC fills the gaps between classical capacitors used in 
electronics and general batteries, because of their 
nearly unlimited cycle-stability as well as extremely 
high-power capability and their many orders of 
magnitude higher energy storage capability. This 
storage device still exhibits a large development 
potential that could lead to much greater capacitance 
and energy density than conventional capacitors, thus 
enabling compact designs.  

ECs can be an auxiliary power source to complement 
the main energy source. They have a high specific 
power and low specific energy [16]. The two main 
features are the extremely high capacitance values, of 
the order of thousands farads, and the possibility of 
very fast charges and discharges due to extraordinarily 
low inner resistance, which are features not available 

in conventional batteries [17]. ECs have high 
durability, high reliability, no maintenance, long 
lifetime and operation over a wide temperature range 
and in diverse environments (hot, cold, and moist) [18] 
with  efficiency is typically around 90% . Their 
electrodes have longer lifetimes without any 
degradation. However,  the solvent used in the 
capacitors remains as a shortcoming, since it 
decomposes after treated more than 1.23 volt [19]. 
Their waste can be easily recycled or neutralized, so 
that they are environmental friendly. ECs are not 
suitable for the storage of energy over longer period of 
time, because self-discharging rate is high, their energy 
density is low.  

In an electric energy storage system, most fluctuations 
are very short (less than one second). ECs can be 
employed to handle such situation because of their 
quick charge and discharge feature.  Their high 
specific power features suit to power high specific 
energy device. The application range of ECs can be 
increased by combining them with other forms of 
energy storage (e.g. batteries) to create hybrid energy 
storage systems that offer both high power capacity 
and good energy storage capacity [13]. Considerations 
in designing storage systems with ECs are the low 
working voltage of a single capacitor cell (lower than 3 
V). 

2.2 Requirements for voltage stabilization  

Ideally, voltage stabilization in energy storage, 
especially in the vehicle must have these 
characteristics: high power density, high efficiency, 
discharge duration at its rated power (or higher if 
possible) for a minimum of some minutes, high 
reliability, very fast response time, flexible charging-
discharging rate and minimum efficiency change with 
the rate of discharge. In the other hand, electric vehicle 
manufacturers around the world are trying to increase 
fuel savings. One of the increasingly popular 
approaches is the use of on-off switching on the 
engine. This switch turns off the internal combustion 
engine when the vehicle has slowed down, and turned 
it back on when the driver's feet are removed from the 
brake. This process can reduce harmful exhaust 
emissions so that it reduces CO2 emissions.  

Currently, the best-performing systems are using a 
starter/alternator driven by the belt to restart the 
engine. A fast engine start requires a very high current 
from the onboard battery, which is about a hundred 
amperes. As a result, even though the energy in the 
battery is still quite high and the cable impedance is 
low, the voltage drop in the circuit is still quite high. 
Voltage stabilization system on electric or hybrid 
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vehicle power supplies using EC is carried out by 
Ayad et al. [20]. The system is a simple addition to the 
existing power network. The system is installed 
between the negative terminals of the energy storage 
device and can be installed on the vehicle chassis base. 

Full electric vehicles use no fuel at all, instead of using 
battery – EC or battery – fuel cell hybrid systems.  The 
EC unit is connected directly to the DC-link, while the 
battery is connected through the DC/DC converter. In 
this configuration, the current of the battery can be 
fully controlled by the converter in any driving 
condition in order to protect the battery from the bursts 
of charging/discharging currents. In the other words, 
DC/DC converters work to match voltage levels and 
regulate power flows in the system [21]. The most 
common bi-directional DC/DC converter uses diode in 
its circuit and resistor as well.  Hybrid system of EC – 
battery in the energy storage of electric vehicle makes 
dynamics in energy – power performances and allows 
the battery of less power to be installed. In the other 
hand, EC allows the energy from and to the battery 
runs smoothly, thus improve operating conditions of 
full electric vehicles. EC can supply higher currents 
and provide a larger amount of power for a 
considerable period of time compared to conventional 
capacitors but shorter time compared to batteries 

3 Materials and Methods 
For the purpose of simplification, the study of 3-6 ECs 
in series were employed. We proposed periodical 
charge-discharge cycle in the following settings: 
constant current, I, was 4 A, both for charging and 
discharging process. The potential between two 
polarities was to reach an overvoltage or maximum 
value of 9-12 V on the EC module and 2.5 V on each 
cell. Digital power supply equipped with ampere meter 
and voltmeter (H&K 1502DD, Taiwan) was used as 
the energy supply. The power supply also has 
capability to automatically adjust the current that flow 
through the module. 

The data acquisition board (Labjack, U3-LV, USA) 
which equipped with multi-channel monitoring 
program in personal computer was used to observe the 
change in voltage that occur both in the module and 
the individual cells. The program was developed by 
using Labjack library for Labview graphical language 
(National Instrument, USA) [22]. A blocking 
component for the module is Zener and Schottky diode 
deployed in series to the module. On the other hand, 
the balancing component was connected in parallel to 
each cell [23]. It was assumed that the voltage of each 
cell is similar to one another. The balancing 
component used is a diode or resistor. Figure 1 shows 

the scheme of blocking and balancing component 
usage in the EC cells and module. 

 
Figure 1 Circuitry scheme of EC module 

4        Results and Discussion 
EC modules are based on series connection of EC 
cells. The modules have a working voltage in a range 
of 12-24 V according to requirements in applications. 
Working voltage of 5-15 V as an example is match 
with the 12 V nominal voltage of lead-acid batteries 
[20]. 

Figure 2 shows the 15 curves of different galvanostatic 
variations of EC modules. Each curve consists of two 
plot lines, i.e., charging as a function of time is in the 
left part of the curve, meanwhile the right line 
represents plot of discharging. When the lines are very 
steep, charging/discharging speed runs fast. In 
contrary, when the lines are slope, the processes take 
place slowly. It can be seen from Figure 2 that each 
profile has a steeper charging line curve than 
discharging line curve. Thus, the charging process 
takes place faster than the discharging. 

The actual full charging period of EC module lasts for 
5-10 minutes, while the discharging process time 
varies depending on the use of diodes as a resistor 
component of the current. It can be seen that the use of 
blocking components causes the discharging process 
much longer. Respectively, the requiring time for the 
discharging process ranges from 150, 100 and 500 
minutes for EC module without or with Zener diode 
and Schottky diode as blocking components (Figure 
2). 

Figure 3 shows that the use of blocking components 
does not significantly increase the charging speed, but 
more influential to the discharging process. It can be 
shown from Figure 2 (a-c) in NA plot that discharging 
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line is steeper compared to charging lines in DZ, DS, 
R100, R1k plots. The discharging process is much 
longer visible on the use of Schottky diodes as 
blocking component. Schottky diode then used as a 
balancing component in EC module. Figure 3 shows 
its effect of blocking EC module. The use of blocking 
components inside a module led to stability in the 
process of charging-discharging EC cells in the 
module. Figure 3 shows the difference between EC 
modules with and without the use of a blocking 
component. 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Charging-discharging profile of EC 
module which equipped with a balancing component 
(DZ = Zener Diode, DS = Schottky Diode, R100 = 
100 ohm resistor, R1k = 1 k-ohm resistor and N/A = 
no components) and a current blocking component 
((a) N/A; (b) with Schottky diodes and (c) with Zener 
diode). 

Continuous balancing causes problems in voltage 
stability, that in the turn affects lifetime of EC. The EC 
with low capacitance has lower voltages stability, 
therefore EC lifetime is low. Overvoltage will not 
occur in ECs with low capacitance during the 
discharging process. Inversely, at the charging cycle, 
the EC with minimum capacitance will subjected an 
overvoltage. Therefore, the balancing feature can be 
operated in on-off mode. The balancing can be 
disabled in the discharging process, otherwise, enabled 
in the charging. That is why balancing is done when 
the overvoltage is possible. 

 

 
Figure 3 Charging-discharging profile of EC 
module equipped without balancing component but 
with current blocking component (non-BD, without 
blocking diode; DZ, with diode Zener and DS, with 
Schottky diode). 

Figure 4 shows that the use of a balancing component 
does not have much effect on the process of charging-
discharging process. Only the use of Zener diode (DZ) 
affect significantly, but it can be said to be a negative 
effect, which decreases the bias voltage of EC module. 
If the only consideration is the stability of charging 
discharging process without considering the other 
factors, such as the maximum voltage, therefore the 
components which can be considered as balancer is 
Schottky diodes and resistors for 1 k-ohm. In other 
words, these components do not significantly affect the 
working voltage and the duration of discharge charge 
cycles on module. Therefore, the use of a blocking and 
balancing/stabilizing components such as Schottky 
diodes can be used to observe the stability of the 
process of charging discharging modules in the long 
term. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

t (minutes) 
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(a) 

(b) 

 

 

Figure 4 Charging-discharging profile of EC 
module and each cell: (a) with, and (b) without 
balancing component (Schottky diode). The 
measurement was obtained in 1000 cycles. 

Diode has an on-off behavior due to its nonlinear 
current-voltage characteristics. The diode clocks 
current only in the reverse direction while the reverse 
voltage is within a limited range and acts as a valve in 
the electronic and electrical circuit. A P-N junction is 
the simplest form of the diode which behaves as 
ideally short circuit when it is in forward-biased mode 
and behaves as ideally open circuit when it is in the 
reverse-biased mode. Other way to overcome any 
potential voltage imbalance is to have resistor 
connected with EC. The balancing circuit consists of a 
resistor in series with a controlled switch. This circuit 
is connected in parallel with each EC. When the switch 
is on, the balancing current crosses the resistance and 
drops the voltage of the EC. 

Figure 5 is used in assessing stability in charging and 
discharging processes. It can be seen that the 
application of Schottky diodes both as blocking and 
balancing gives stability in charging-discharging 
process. The balancing system increases the lifetime of 
ECs as their voltage decrease. The balancing reduces 
when the overvoltage happens during charging 
process. Voltage stability decreases when supply 
voltage devastates balancing resistance in EC during 
the charging.  
 

 

 

Figure 5 Charging-discharging profile of EC 
module in 100, 1000, 2000 cycles. The module 
used Schottky diode both in balancing and 
current blocking component. 

The choice of low capacitance corresponds to the 
minimum overvoltage limit of all ECs. The control 
operation, such as on-off mode of stabilizing circuit in 
EC module. The stabilizing circuit consists of voltage 
balancing and corresponds to the EC charging – 
discharging process whose overvoltage reduces the 
voltage – capacitance limit. If overvoltage of the EC 
reaches the low limit of the voltage – capacitance, then 
the voltage stability becomes low. Inversely, High 
limit of the voltage – capacitance in the ECs module 
make  EC more resistant to  the overvoltage and the 
EC achieve  greater lifetime [24]. 

EC has been attracting to be studied as the increasing 
interest for energy storage applications that provide 
regulation, contingency and management reserves 
[25]. The choice of the ideal storage technology to be 
used depends on a number of factors, among others, 
the amount of energy or power to be stored, the time 
for which this stored energy is required to be retained 
or to be released, spacing and environmental 
constraints, cost, and the exact location of the network 

t (minutes) 
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on which the storage is required. The improvement in 
energy storage devices are continuously needed in 
order to accommodate the increasing sources of 
voltage instability.  

4 Conclusion 
The use of components does not significantly affect 
the charging speed, but more influential in the 
discharging speed. By using Schottky diodes as the 
blocking component, the discharging process is more 
visible. Module balancer component using Schottky 
diodes show the same profile with the condition 
without it, on the other word, it can be shown that the 
time and speed of charging process were the same for 
each balancing component. Charging-discharging 
profiles have very steep charging curve and much 
steeper than discharging line. Therefore, the charging 
process takes place faster than the discharging process. 
The use of blocking components causes the process to 
take place much longer in discharging. The use of 
blocking components inside a module led to stability 
in the process of charging-discharging EC cells in the 
module. The use of Zener diode affects significantly, 
but it can be said to be a negative effect, as it decreases 
the bias voltage of EC module. the application of 
Schottky both as blocking and balancing gives stability 
in charging-discharging process. The balancing system 
increases the lifetime of ECs by decreasing their 
voltage. 
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